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On January 1, 2020, the IMO global sulphur limit came into effect. As an 
equivalent approach approved by the IMO, exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS) are 
of concern to shipowners because they allow ships to continue to consume high 
Sulphur fuel oil (HSFO), which is cheaper than low sulphur fuel oil (LSFO) in most 
cases. However, the sharp drop in international oil prices in 2020 has greatly narrowed 
the spread between prices of HSFO and LSFO, raising doubts about the economics of 
EGCS. Many countries and regions have introduced regulations banning open loop 
scrubber wash water, and the potential IMO market-based measures to reduce 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have also increased the uncertainty of the application 
prospect of EGCS.  
 
Based on the above understanding, this paper comprehensively considers various 
factors affecting the application of EGCS currently, to evaluate the economics of 
EGCS in the retrofit market and newbuilding ship market under the background of 
high and low fuel price level, and finds the economic response law of EGCS to fuel 
price fluctuations. Taking the carbon tax policy of 50 $/tCO2 as an example, the 
economic impact of possible market-based GHG emission reduction measures on the 
application of EGCS in the future has been also evaluated.  
 
EGCS has a strong overall adaptability to fuel prices fluctuations. When the oil 
price is high, the EGCS has a short payback period, forming an advantage over LSFO 
ships; when the oil price is low, the net present value of EGCS ships is the highest, 
forming a suppression of LNG ships. With the continuous increase of GHG emission 
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reduction efforts in the future, the application of EGCS will face challenges, but there 
are still uncertainties. Ultimately, when EGCS will withdraw from the market depends 
on when mature commercial zero-carbon fuel technologies can be delivered. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Research background 
 
Sulphur oxides (SOX) is a synthetic term for different compounds that contain Sulphur 
and oxygen. The burning of Sulphur-containing fuels during ocean transportation 
produces SOX, of which the main chemical compound is sulphur dioxide (SO2). A 
certain concentration of SOX will have a very strong stimulation effect on the mucous 
membrane of human mouth and nose, thus exacerbating and shrinking the lumen of 
human respiratory tract, reducing the smoothness of breathing, causing a series of 
symptoms such as cough. Excessive SOX stimulation can cause redness and swelling 
of the respiratory tract, further leading to dyspnoea, chest tightness, and eventually 
bronchitis, asthma, emphysema and other diseases, resulting in premature death in 
humans (Zhao, 2017). SO2 can be further oxidized around NO2 to form sulphuric acid 
(H2SO4) which can result in acid rain that is harmful for flora and fauna, and in 
addition impedes aquatic species (Zis and Cullinane, 2020). Zis and Psaraftis (2018) 
provide a new estimation of approximately 3.50% for 2015, based on data from the 
OECD. (Cited by Zis and Cullinane, 2020) In view of the above, the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) has gradually strengthen the control of SOX emissions 
in the shipping industry since 1997, and the global Sulphur cap has come into effect 
on 1 January 2020, requiring ships sailing in waters other than the International 
Emission Control Area (ECA) not to use fuel with Sulphur content exceeding 0.50% 




As an equivalent approach approved by the IMO, exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS) 
are of concern to ship owners because they allow ships to continue to consume High 
Sulphur Fuel Oil (HSFO), which is cheaper than Low Sulphur Fuel Oil (LSFO) in 
most cases. Many studies on the application prospect of EGCS before 2020 were 
mostly based on fuel price scenarios with high fuel prices and wide price spread among 
HSFO, LSFO, and Liquified Natural Gas (LNG), where the spread was basically above 
100 USD per metric tons ($/MT). Even the most conservative estimate, according to 
the author's knowledge, at that time was to recoup the initial investment within 4-6 
years after the EGCS installed. Although it has been predicted that the oil price spread 
between HSFO and LSFO will go through a process of first widening and then 
narrowing in 2020, now it has been less than 50 $/MT due to coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) and the decline of international oil price. Shipowners have begun to 
question the economy of ships installed a set of EGCS (EGCS ships). “Clarkson’s has 
said that the industry could see as many as 700 retrofits of scrubbers1 delayed or 
cancelled altogether as a result of the narrow spread” (as cited in Patterson, 2020, p. 
4). Therefore, the author believes that it is necessary to evaluate the economic 
performance of EGCS under different fuel prices and summarize the laws among them.  
 
Around 2020, many countries, concerned about the impact of open-loop scrub water 
on the environment and health, introduced emission prohibition measures limited to 
the waters under their jurisdiction. Domestic Emission Control Areas (DECAs) have 
been established by many countries began to implement the same Sulphur limit as 
ECA's. The impact of regulations has become more and more significant. Market-
 




based measures will probably be introduced in a few years by the IMO to achieve its 
century ambition of GHG reduction in the shipping industry. It is worth discussing 
whether EGCS can maintain its economic advantages over other Sulphur limiting 
methods under the influence of current and potential factors from outside the market, 
and when its application in the shipping industry will end.  
 
1.2 Literature review 
 
1.2.1 Feasibility verification of EGCS on board ships 
 
In 2005, the former Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company (P&O lines) 
installed a set of open-loop EGCS supplied by Helsinki City Transport (HKL) on the 
exhaust pipe of the four 1.2 megawatt (MW) auxiliary diesel engines set in its ferry 
Pride of Kent. The test results show that the desulphurization efficiency reaches 98% 
when the fuel oil’s Sulphur content is 3.5% m/m, and the SOX emission of exhaust gas 
reaches the standard of fuel with Sulphur content of 0.10% m/m, which preliminarily 
verifies the feasibility of open-loop EGCS. (United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, 2011, 18). In 2008, Wärtsilä Corporation installed and tested a closed-loop 
EGCS aboard the tanker MT Suula. The trial results show that SOX removal efficiency 
from the exhaust gas is nearly 100% and particulate matter (PM) removal efficiency is 
64%. (China Waterborne Transport Research Institute, 2019, p. 19). In 2011, the 
former American President Lines (APL) installed in its container ship APL England a 
set of open-loop EGCS developed by Wärtsilä Corporation for a performance trial that 
lasted three years. The results prove that the onboard EGCS can clean the exhaust of 
three auxiliary engines of a total rated 9.75 MW, with a desulphurization performance 
equivalent to using fuel oil with Sulphur content of 0.10% m/m, when using that of 




1.2.2 Application outlook assessment of EGCS based on market survey and 
statistics 
 
A survey of shipowners' choice of desulphurization methods was carried out by the 
British shipping consultancy Drewry Shipping in 2018. In terms of ensuring 
compliance, shipowners indicated that using LSFO is the intended solution for the 
existing fleet in 66% of cases, far ahead of other solutions such as HSFO + EGCS with 
13% or LNG with 8%, with owners wary of the cost implications for retrofitting. That 
gap narrowed significantly when looking at compliance for newbuilding projects. 
LSFO was once again the preferred option with 37%, but there was far more appetite 
for LNG with 24% and EGCS ships with 21%. Among the three solutions, shipowners 
preferred the LSFO solution, which suggest that the future of the EGCS solution was 
worrying. (Wackett, 2018). 
 
Summarizing the update on the latest Scrubber Count and IMO 2020 Market Impact 
Assessment, Steve Gordon, Managing Director of Clarkson’s Research, commented 
that (as cited in Clarkson’s Research, 2019, pp. 2-3): 
Including further additions pending, the total scrubber count up to ~4,000 vessels. 
We estimate that by start 2020 up to 11% of the world fleet by tonnage capacity 
will be scrubber fitted, increasing to 15% by end 2020. These estimates increase 
to 23% and 35% for the VLCC fleet and 20% to 26% for Capesize. 
… 
Interest in alternative fuels views beginning to gain traction. LNG fuel capable 
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adoption stands at ~3% of the world fleet and ~16% of the world orderbook. We 
estimate that 3% to 4% of world tonnage will be LNG fuel capable through 2020, 
albeit the majority is still in LNG carrier sector.  
 
1.2.3 Economic analysis of EGCS based on cost-effectiveness 
 
The impact of ships’ sailing within the ECAs on the economy of EGCS were studied 
earlier, because the strict Sulphur limit of fuel oil has got into force earlier in the ECA.  
 
Based on an existing 38,500 Deadweight Tonnage (DWT) tanker Nord Butterfly, with 
an average operation of 13% in ECAs, Klimt-Møllenbach, Schack, Eefsen, and Kat 
(2012, pp. 2-27) conducted a study, by means of financial analysis (mainly comparing 
payback period (PBP) and net present value (NPV)), to assess the technical and 
economic feasibility of solutions of converting MGO, retrofitting EGCS, and 
converting LNG within ECAs. It is concluded that the PBP of investment for the 
retrofit of EGCS or convert of LNG will be long, and the most favourable solution 
from an economical point of view will be to switch to MGO when operating in ECA. 
Zhang and Ma (2016, p. 81) took auto Ro-Ro ships as the case study objects and 
conducted economic analysis on different options of Sulphur limiting compliance. 
They concluded that the factors affecting the return on investment of EGCS were as 
follows: initial investment in equipment, price spread between HSFO and LSFO, 
annual interest rate, and ship sailing time in the ECAs. The longer the vessel is in the 
ECAs, the more favourable EGCS will be and the shorter the PBP will be.  
 
Fan and Tan (2018, p. 1) used the calculation method of Lloyd's Register (LR) to 
evaluate the economy of EGCS, where the use of LSFO was taken as the baseline:  
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In the short term, there is a certain market demand for EGCS specifically for SOX 
emission reduction, but compared with ballast water treatment systems, the 
demand is not enough to form or drive an industrial chain. With a relatively stable 
price of EGCS, the market size is about $13 billion. In the long run, the increase 
in the demand for LSFO will lead to a significant increase in its supply capacity. 
It is expected that the supply of compliant fuel will likely be more sufficient in the 
future, with high price at first and then lower price later, and the cost payback 
period of EGCS will also be extended accordingly. If global shipping 
decarbonization requirements are taken into account, EGCS may only be a good 
technical measure to deal with emissions in the short term (2020-2030). Only from 
the perspective of decarbonization of ship fuel or the adoption of clean power to 
reduce SOX emissions is a long-term solution. 
 
In 2018, Wang and Ye (2018, p. 87) comprehensively analysed the feasibility of 
promoting the use of EGCS in the shipping industry under IMO 2020 Sulphur limit 
policy by combing the technical status of EGCS and potential limiting factors for 
promotion and application and combining with the economic calculation model 
independently established. Results showed that if only starting from the economic 
level, to the world in 2020, about 12%- 17% of ships can choose equipped with EGCS, 
but due to various aspects of risk and limiting factors, the actual rate would be lower. 
To widely promote the shipping industry applying EGCS is impractical, response to 




Sharma (2019, p. iv) evaluated optimal abatement technology selection amongst the 
four available options (LSFO, MGO, LNG, and HSFO + EGCS respectively) with a 
real-time vessel-specific investment analysis on 19 case study vessels. He considered 
scrubbers to be the most viable option, conducted an investment review of different 
types of EGCS (closed-loop, open-loop, and Hybrid respectively), studied EGCS for 
dry bulk carriers, container ships, and tankers, with a holistic view of EGCS 
installation on commercial ships provided.  
Investment evaluation is carried out entailing the fuel prices risk uncertainty for 
various price spread between MGO and HSFO to present (i) the breakeven spread 
above which scrubber installation is profitable and, (ii) which types of a scrubber 
is most cost-effective. Overall, open-loop scrubber generates the highest NPV and 
MIRR values with the shortest payback period, followed by Hybrid and closed-
loop scrubbers. However, investment in the open-loop scrubber appears less 
attractive, considering the regional wastewater discharge restrictions put forth by 
many countries. The final decision lies with shipping companies considering the 
trading profile of ships and capital cost of investment. 
 
Zhang, Wang, Wu, Dai, and Gao (2019, pp. 50-53) built a model and analyzed the 
regional differences of Sulphur limit regulation and shipping market, and reached the 
conclusion that:  
From the perspective of economy only, the economy of Marine Diesel Oil used by 
ships operated in Asia-pacific region is better, and the economy of installing 
EGCS or using LSFO in Europe and America is better. No matter how long ships 
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stay in ECAs, the cost of consuming compliant fuel refuelled from Singapore is 
the lowest, followed by the use of magnesium-based EGCS. If the stay is less than 
100 days within ECAs, the economy of using LSFO is generally better than 
installing magnesium-based EGCS, but the worst is when using compliant fuels 
refuelled from Rotterdam. Generally, 1) in the Asia-pacific region, no matter how 
long stay in ECAs, after entering the ECA, directly switching MGO is most 
economic; 2) Omitting the regional difference, stay in carbon ECA within 100 
days, the economy of using LSFO within ECAs is better than installing 
magnesium based EGCS; 3) The cost of using MGO is the highest in Europe, and 
European shipping companies rarely choose to switch to MGO. 
 
Li, Xu, and Wu (2019, pp. 122-123) studied the environmental performance and 
economy of the three options (LSFO, EGCS + HSFO, and LNG) through the 
comparison of emission reduction effects and the case analysis of real ships, and the 
establishment of the annual value model of the ship's life cycle cost. LNG is the best 
choice for new ships. In terms of the emission reduction effect and the annual value 
data of the ship's life cycle cost, the use of LNG has the optimal emission reduction 
effect and the best economy, followed by the option of installing EGCS. For current 
ships, the installing of EGCS is an approach that can not only meet the target 
requirements of the emission reduction stage quickly, but also reduce the cost of fuel 
cost. However, it can only solve the emission requirements of the emission index of 
the stage, and there is also the problem of secondary pollution, like wash water, waste 





Through theoretical analysis and practical examples, Gou (2019, p. 87) discussed the 
return on investment (ROI) period of three kinds of ship Sulphur restriction schemes 
(LSFO, EGCS + HSFO, and LNG) from economic and technical perspectives, and 
analyse the market status and development trend. He believes that the installation of a 
scrubber is just a transitional solution, where the gap in price between HSFO and 
LSFO is a key factor determining application prospects of EGCS. As the probability 
of large price gap between LSFO and HSFO will become smaller and smaller over 
time in the future, the initial investment will have to be recovered in the early years 
after 2020 when the price gap is still large, and then there will be a chance to generate 
profits. This window period is estimated to be 3-5 years. Generally speaking, for large 
ships with high fuel consumption, the PBP of investment in EGCS is shorter, the risk 
is lower.  
 
According to Wu, Li, and Wang's research (2019, p. 48), around 2020, LSFO may only 
be available in European ports or large international ports such as Singapore, due to 
insufficient preparation for capacity construction, and the price will be relatively 
expensive. Therefore, the scheme using low-sulphur oil will be subject to fluctuations 
in international oil prices. LNG as an alternative fuel has problems in refuelling and 
ship endurance. At present, LNG cannot be refuelled in all ports in the world. This 
scheme is more suitable for ferries, Ro-Ro ships and container ships, etc., which are 
with relatively fixed routes. Besides, LNG scheme also has a weakness of very high 
initial investment. Therefore, through the comprehensive comparison of initial 
investment, economy and other aspects, the scheme installing EGCS has certain 




Li, Wu, Gu, Yuen, & Xiao (2020, pp. 1-15) conducted a study aims to identify the 
determinants of ship operators’ decisions by applying descriptive statistics and a 
multinomial logistic regression based on the data obtained from the Clarkson World 
Fleet Register database. They compared ship operators' three primary abatement 
options, (1) switching to LSFO, (2) installing EGCS, and (3) running on LNG, 
provided the following key results: 
First, scrubbers and LNG are more attractive compliance choices for new vessels, 
while older vessels operators prefer low-sulphur fuels. Second, less compliant 
vessels are more likely to switch to low-sulphur fuels to comply with the 
regulation. Third, scrubbers, LNG, and low-sulphur fuels are the choices most 
preferred among tankers, containers, and roll-on/roll-off carriers; gas ships; and 
offshore ships and ferries, respectively.  
 
Zhu, Li, Lin, Shi, & Yang (2020) carried out a case study based on a 19,000 twenty-
foot equivalent unit (TEU) container ship sailing between Far East and Europe, to 
identify a more economical Sulphur reduction approach. Through the cost-benefit 
analysis, they have found that the use of EGCS is proved to be more economical due 
to the higher NPV and lower annual unit cost (AUC). The sensitivity check suggests 
that EGCS is more attractive in most cases except for two scenarios where LSFOs are 
more popular. EGCS will lose its attractiveness when prices of LSFO and HSFO move 
in the same direction with the price spread is equal to or below 56 $/MT, and when 
price of HSFO rises while price of LSFO falls with the price spread is equal to or 
below 16 $/MT.  
 
Fan, Gu, & Luo (2020, pp. 1-8) combined with the current situation of the shipping 
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market downturn, used a cost-benefit framework to analyse ship operators' compliance 
options between LSFO conversion and Hybrid EGCS with applying the framework 
into the scenario of specific liner routes through China DECA. The study considered 
the impacts of the proportion of the entire round trip that is a designated DECA, price 
differences between LSFO and HSFO, loading factors, freight rates and discount rates 
on compliance options, and potential impacts of initial investment cost or government 
subsidies on ESCS installation. For now, the option of LSFO + MGO is found to be 
the best compliance option on the specific route. However, the DECA proportion, a 
higher price spread between LSFO and HSFO, or a lower EGCS cost can make the 
EGCS option a better option. In addition, from the perspective of reducing SOX and 
CO2 emissions, the EGCS option is always preferable.  
 
Based on the IMO's emission control requirements on NOX, SOX, and other harmful 
components in marine diesel engine exhaust, Zhang (2020, 74-80) summarized and 
analysed the application of relevant technologies, and believed that the application of 
EGCS on ships would be affected by the LSFO price. In the long run, burning low 
sulphur fuel and the alternative fuels will be the trend of the future. 
 
It can be observed from the review of the above literatures that: 
1. The application of EGCS on ships is technically feasible; 
2. The market surveys and statistics can generally reflect the real situation, but 
always lags behind the changes. 
3. Economic analysis based on cost-benefit is currently the mainstream method 
for evaluating the application prospects of EGCS. Researchers have realized that: 
.1 The fuel price spread has a significant impact on the economics of EGCS; 
.2 The application of EGCS will face the challenge of clean fuel in the future; 




However, the above studies did not fully evaluate the impact of the open-loop 
wash water bans, generally did not anticipate the current situation of low fuel 
prices and small price spreads faced by EGCS, and did not analyse in detail the 
different economic responses of EGCS in the retrofit market and the new building 
market. And there has been also no quantitative analysis of the impact of future 
market-based GHG reduction measures.  
 
To this end，the author believes that it is necessary to analyse the economy of 
EGCS according to different fuel price backgrounds, and different markets 
including retrofit and new building markets, under the premise of fully 
considering all influencing factors, to summarize the reaction rule of EGCS to 
influencing factors. In addition, the impact of possible market-based GHG 
emission reduction measures in the future will be analysed, so as to make a 
comprehensive judgment on the application prospect of EGCS.  
 
1.3 Research method 
 
By reviewing relevant literature and Sulphur limit regulations, the main factors 
affecting the economics of the three mainstream Sulphur limit schemes will be 
summarized. The influencing factors will be quantified so that they can be input into 
LR's online Sulphur 2020 Options Evaluator (the Evaluator). This will allow to 
analysis the degree of impact of various influencing factors on the economics of EGCS 
by scenarios, summarize the advantages and disadvantages of EGCS over other 
Sulphur limiting methods and the response laws, and finally assess the application 




1.4 Article structure 
 
This paper has first reviewed the relevant literature for EGCS application research (see 
section 1.2), then will discuss the international and domestic regulatory requirements 
for ship SOX emissions and EGCS open-loop wash water discharge (Chapter II). Based 
on a full understanding of the above content, a multi-scenario comprehensive analysis 
of the economics of EGCS will be conducted (Chapter III), and finally the prospects 





CHAPTER II Regulatory Requirements for Sulphur Limit in the Shipping 
Industry 
 
2.1 Sulphur Content Requirement of Marine Fuel 
 
2.1.1 Requirements of Sulphur content of fuel in global waters 
 
In 1997, a Protocol was adopted by the IMO to modify the International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution form Ships, 1973, as modified by the 
Protocol of 1978 (MARPOL). A new Annex VI was added which entered into force on 
19 May 2005, including the requirement that “The Sulphur content of any fuel oil used 
on board ships shall not exceed 4.50% m/m” (Annex VI Regulations for the Prevention 
of Air Pollution from Ships (1997)).  
 
In 2008, IMO adopted stricter standards to control exhaust emissions from engines of 
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ocean-going ships in order to further limit air pollution from ships. At the 58th session 
of the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC), the MARPOL Annex VI 
Amendment was adopted. For the purpose of gradually reducing SOX emissions, there 
was new requirement about Sulphur content of marine fuel (International Maritime 
Organization, 2008):  
The Sulphur content of any fuel oil used on board ships shall not exceed the 
following limits: 
.1 4.50% m/m prior to 1 January 2012; 
.2 3.50% m/m on and after 1 January 2012; and 
.3 0.50% m/m on and after 1 January 2020. 
 
The 70th session of the MEPC (MEPC 70), held in London from October 24 to 28, 
2016, passed Resolution MEPC.280(70) Effective Date of Implementation of The Fuel 
Oil Standard in Regulation 14.1.3 Of MARPOL Annex VI. Taking into account the 
views of the relevant delegations and organizations at the session, the MEPC70 
confirmed that ships must comply with the implementation date set out in MARPOL 
Annex VI Article 14.1.3, reconfirming that 1 January 2020 was the time of 
implementation of the global limit for ship fuel Sulphur content not to exceed 0.50% 
m/m.  
 
On 26 October 2018, during its 73rd session on 22-26 October, the MEPC73 formally 
adopted the carriage ban on marine fuels with Sulphur content above 0.50% m/m. This 
was effected through approval of amendments to regulation 14 of Annex VI to the 




2.1.2 Requirements of Sulphur content of fuel within the ECAs 
 
The 1997 version of Annex VI to MARPOL assigned Baltic Sea area as the first 
international ECA, stipulating that the Sulphur content of fuel oil used on board ships 
shall not exceed 1.50% m/m, or any other technical method approved and feasible. 
 
In 2008, the North Sea area was included in the SOX Emission Control Area (SECA) 
of Annex VI. The title of Article 14 of annex VI was changed into Sulphur Oxides 
(SOX) and Particulate Matters (PM), indicating that the link between SOX emissions 
and particulate matter generation has been widely noted. A timetable for the gradual 
reduction of Sulphur emission levels within SECA has also been established (IMO, 
2008):  
While ships are operating within an Emission Control Area, the Sulphur content 
of fuel oil used on board ships shall not exceed the following limits: 
.1 1.50% m/m prior to 1 July 2010; 
.2 1.00% m/m on and after 1 July 2010; and 
.3 0.10% m/m on and after 1 January 2015. 
 
The North American SECA and the United States Caribbean Sea SECA have been 
established in 2010 and 2011 respectively. Thus, the international SECA recognized 
by the IMO is: North American waters, American Caribbean waters, Baltic Sea area 
and North Sea area, as shown in Figure 1, where the blue blocks represent the Baltic 
and North Sea areas, the green block represents North America and the United States 




Figure 1 - Diagram of international Sulphur Emission Control Area 
Source: China Waterborne Transport Research Institute (2019). Research on countermeasures of Ship 
open-loop EGCS in China. Unpublished report. Beijing, China. 
 
In addition to the international SECA, some countries also set the same fuel Sulphur 
content limit of 0.10% m/m by establishing DECAs in the waters under their 
jurisdiction, such as the Yangtze River Main Line and Xijiang River in China 
(Effective since January 1, 2020) and Hainan Waters (Effective since January 1, 2022), 
and South and West DECA of The Republic of Korea (Effective since January 1, 2022), 
as shown in Figure 2, where the red lines are the Yangtze River Main Line and Xijiang 
River, the water within the coffee ring is Hainan area, and DECAs of South Korea are 




Figure 2- The geographical scope of China's and South Korea's DECAs 
Source: Finamore, B. (2019). South Korea Establishes an Emission Control Area for Ships. Retrieved 
September 26 from the World Wide Web: http://nrdc.cn/news/newsinfo?id=629&cook=1 
 
2.2 Regulations on the operation of open-loop EGCS and their wash water 
discharge 
 
At present, the MARPOL Annex VI accepts the use of EGCS by ships as an equivalent 
measure to meet SOX emissions control requirements, and developed the Resolution 
MEPC.184(59) 2009 Guidelines for Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems, and the revised 
guidelines (MEPC.259(68)) were adopted in 2015. The guidelines stipulate the 
verification method and inspection procedure of the EGCS’ emission compliance 
(including exhaust gas emission and washing water emission), and is the main basis 
for the legal inspection of the EGCS.  
 
On July 2, 2019, the Ministry of Transport of China issued the Announcement of the 
Maritime Safety Administration of the People's Republic of China on the 
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Implementation Plan for the 2020 Global Marine Fuel Sulphur Limits, which requires, 
from January 1, 2020, ships shall not discharge the open-loop EGCS wash water within 
China’s DECA. (China Maritime Safety Administration, 2019) 
 
The European Union (EU) Directive 2012/33/EU allows the use of EGCS as an 
equivalence to SOX emission control requirements, but should operate in a closed-loop 
mode (Article 3A). Therefore, vessels installed open-loop EGCS should be converted 
to compliant fuels in a timely manner before entering the waters specified in the EU 
Directive, and EGCS should be discontinued. Vessels installed Hybrid EGCS shall 
promptly switch to a closed-loop mode before entering the waters specified in the EU 
regulations. And the relevant fuel conversion or working mode conversion shall be 
recorded in accordance with the regulations. (China Waterborne Transport Research 
Institute, 2019, p. 35) It should be noted that the attitude of the EU does not affect the 
EU countries to put forward stricter requirements for open-loop EGCS. Several EU 
political entities, including Belgium, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, 
Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, and Sweden, have been reported to issue measures 
to prohibit or limit the discharge of open-loop wash water, but the coverage and 
strictness are different. (Damgaard, 2020) 
 
The California regulation of the United States (CARB Regulations, 13 CCR, section 
2299.2) prohibits the discharge of open-loop wash water in California port waters (the 
use of EGCS for test and scientific research purpose can be temporarily exempted). 
For ships installed with EGCS, before entering the waters specified by CARB 
regulations (within 24 nautical miles along the baseline), they should promptly switch 
to MGO or MDO that meets the requirements, and stop the use of EGCS, and related 
conversion operations should be detailed recorded. In addition, according to the US 
Final 2013 Vessel General Permit (VGP) notice, it is stipulated that ships sailing within 
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3 nautical miles from shore, within the Great Lakes region and in the waters of Hawaii 
port are allowed to use open EGCS as an equivalent method of SOX emission control. 
(China Waterborne Transport Research Institute, 2019, p. 35) 
 
The Maritime Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) allows the use of EGCS as an 
equivalent measure for SOX emission control requirements, but it should operate in a 
closed-loop mode. On November 30, 2018, at the "2018 Singapore Registry of Ships 
Forum" held by MPA, its Chief Executive Andrew Tan announced in his opening 
speech that ships using open-loop scrubbers in Singapore waters would be prohibited 
from discharging wash water. Ships with open-loop scrubbers entering Singapore 
would be required to use compliant (low-sulphur) fuel. Ships equipped with Hybrid 
scrubbers would be required to switch to closed-loop treatment mode. Singapore, as a 
signatory of MARPOL Annex VI, will provide shore-based receiving facilities for the 
residues generated from the use of EGCS in closed-loop mode by ships. (Bergman, 
2018). And it has been implemented from January 1, 2020. Singapore port, located in 
the Strait of Malacca, is one of the world's largest transit ports and refuelling ports. 
The ban of discharging open-loop EGCS wash water caused great repercussions in the 
shipping industry. Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems Association (EGCSA) (as cited by 
Scrubber Association Slams, 2018) believes that the Singapore authority’s decision to 
prohibit ships from using open-loop scrubbers and discharge waste water in their 
waters is disappointing. This is a decision made without consultation with industry 
representatives, and there is no relevant scientific discovery that can prove the hazards 
of scrubbers to the marine environment. EGCSA also pointed out that studies have 
shown that toxic substances produced by LSFO are more harmful to human health. 
The report of the refinery industry and the IMO expert group also shows that scrubbers 




A shipping notice – MSN 07/2019 – hosted on the website of Malaysia’s department 
of maritime affairs, Jabatan Laut Malaysia, said the southeast Asian nation now 
"prohibits discharge of wash water from EGCS open-loop systems" in Malaysian 
waters 12 nautical miles from shore. (Malaysia Prohibits Open Loop, 2019). Since 
the deep-water channels of the Strait of Malacca follows the Singapore and Malaysia 
side, it is virtually impossible for ocean-going vessels to continue to use open-loop 
EGCS while passing through the Strait. 
 
Fujairah Port is strategically located between the three major oil ports in the world, 
and it has logically become the central port for supply ships in the region. Therefore, 
like Singapore, Fujairah Port is one of the most famous bunkering ports in the world, 
and many ships visit the port. According to a nautical notice issued by the Fujairah 
Port Authority on January 22, 2019, starting from January 1, 2020, the port will 
prohibit ships from using EGCS in the waters under its jurisdiction. This means that 
Fujairah Port does not allow the use of EGCS as an equivalent method of SOX 
emission control. Another port of the United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi, currently does 
not allow ships to discharge open-loop wash water. (Another major port, 2019) 
 
In February 2019, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) 
of the Japanese government announced that Japan will not participate in the recent 
negotiations on the implementation of the open-loop EGCS ban. Japan will allow 
open-loop wash water to be discharged in Japanese waters. The decision is based on a 
report that has been submitted to the IMO. In this report, a Panamax bulk carrier of 
82,000 tons was used to conduct a simulation study on the water dilution in the stern. 
A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was used to calculate the theoretical 
dilution rate by selecting the sample with the most serious pollution discharged by 
scour. The results showed that the turbulence intensity behind the ship would dilute 
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the washing water for 500 times within 3 seconds and for 5,000 times within 1 minute. 
The study believes that although open-loop wash water that contains chemical 
substances such as sulphur oxides, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and heavy 
metals will not adversely affect the quality of marine life near Japan or the surrounding 
seawater. The Japanese authorities have proposed that as long as they meet the IMO 
emission standards, there is no scientific reason to prohibit the use of open-loop EGCS. 
(Japan justifies open-loop, 2019).  
 
Currently, the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) allows ships operating 
in Australian waters to use all kinds of EGCS, including open-loop, closed-loop and 
Hybrid, as long as they comply with 2015 Guidelines for Exhaust Gas Cleaning 
Systems, but require the shipowners to apply to the Administration, i.e. the competent 
authority of the flag state, for approval as an equivalent method. (Chen, & Gao, 2019, 
p. 73).  
 
According to the South African Government's Maritime Safety Agency (SAMSA) in 
March 2019 issued a consultation notice to shipowners, operators, captains and fuel 
suppliers, the South African government decided to allow the use of exhaust gas 
purification systems in its territorial waters and ports when the IMO 2020 regulations 
are implemented. SAMSA indicates that it accepts the use of open-loop, closed-loop 
and mixed scrubber systems until further notice. In addition to allowing ships to 
continue to burn high-sulphur marine fuels from 2020, SAMSA also approved the 
burning of marine gas oil, low-sulphur fuel oil, liquefied natural gas and marine 
biofuels to meet upcoming requirements. (Chen, & Gao, 2019, p. 73).  
 
According to a report reprinted on Xinde Maritime Network (Ma, 2020), the 
Administration of Saudi Arabia will prohibit ships from using open scrubbers in waters 
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under its jurisdiction in accordance with the instructions of the State Meteorological 
and Environmental Protection Administration of the country. The ban will take effect 
after the relevant environmental protection standards are issued. The purpose of 
issuing this ban is to pay attention to the environment, because the washing water 
discharged from the open desulphurization unit contains heavy metals and polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons, which may pose a threat to the survival of marine life. 
 
The Suez Canal Authority (SCA) has issued the SCA Circular No.8/2019 and the 
subsequent Clarification Circular to confirm that no wash water discharges are 
permitted during canal transit (as cited in Schiolborg, 2020). In addition, the use of all 
types of scrubber (open-loop / closed-loop / Hybrid) is prohibited in Egyptian 
territorial waters and all Egyptian ports, including Alexandria and Damietta, until 
Egypt ratifies Annex VI of MARPOL (Damgaard, 2020).  
 
In 2019, Panama Canal Authority (PCA) has announced that open-loop scrubbers are 
banned from the area under the condition that the vessels are equipped with a type 
approved closed-loop EGCS. According to the Canal's NT NOTICE TO SHIPPING 
No. N-1-2019 “Vessel Requirements”, Section 31 b. (7): 
Vessels are not required to changeover to light fuel on their propulsion engines if 
equipped with a type approved closed-loop exhaust gas cleaning system 
(scrubbers) kept in operation, during the entire transit. The date and time of the 
period of operation of this equipment shall be recorded in the engine room logbook. 
(as cited in Panama Canal, 2019) 
Moreover, on Section 28 (5) of the same document highlights that: 
Residues from the Exhaust Gas Cleaning System (EGCS) wash water are to be 
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collected on board. Discharging these residues into the water bodies under the 
responsibility of the Panama Canal or incinerating them on board is not permitted. 
(as cited in Panama Canal, 2019) 
 
By reviewing the above regulatory requirements, it can be observed that the number 
of countries and regions that prohibit or restrict the discharge of open-loop wash water 
is gradually increasing, and it is clear that very few countries are open to wash water 
discharge. The ban on open-loop wash water has involved many important global 
maritime transport channels, including the Suez Canal, the Panama Canal, the Strait of 
Gibraltar, the Strait of Malacca, etc. Most countries and regions with concentrated 
shipping demand, such as China, the European Union, the United States, the Middle 
East, etc., tend to prohibit the discharge of open-loop wash water. The impact of this 
situation on the economics of ships equipped with EGCS cannot be ignored, even if 
the laws prohibiting the discharge of open-loop wash water by various entities affect 
at most the boundaries of the waters under their jurisdiction. But conversely, unless 
the IMO bans the discharge of open-loop wash water from a global level, the blow to 





CHAPTER III Economic Analysis of EGCS 
 
The function of EGCS is to desulphurize the exhaust gas of ships. Therefore, the 
analysis objects of this paper are current ships that have undergone EGCS retrofit and 
new building ships equipped with EGCS. There are three mainstream IMO sulphur 
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limit compliance methods for ships. One is to use EGCS, the second is to convert low-
sulphur fuels (such as LSFO and MGO), the third is to consume LNG by dual fuel 
diesel engines or steam turbines. In this chapter, LSFO stands for the marine fuel oil 
that meets the IMO 0.50% m/m Sulphur content limit, MGO stands for the marine fuel 
oil that meets the IMO 0.10% m/m Sulphur content limit, LSFO ships stand for ships 
that use low-sulphur fuels to fulfil the regulations, and LNG ships stand for LNG-
powered ships. LNG ships driven by steam turbines will not be considered because 
they are mainly used for LNG carriers.  
 
The analysis of EGCS ships alone is not sufficient, because EGCS ships share the same 
market with LNG ships and LSFO ships, and there is a competitive relationship among 
them. Whether the economic efficiency of EGCS ships is better or not can only be 
judged by comparison with that of LNG-powered ships and LSFO ships.  
 
3.1 Selection of reference indicators 
Theoretically, the only criterion for judging the economics of EGCS is the difference 
between the income that an EGCS ship can create during the entire life cycle and the 
total input cost. In economic comparison, this indicator can be expressed in terms of 
NPV relative to LSFO ships. Under the assumption that the overall gross profit of 
EGCS ships, LNG ships, and LSFO ships is the same, the higher the NPV, the lower 
the total input cost of the ship, that is, the better the economy. The total input cost 
includes initial investment cost and operating cost. 
 
The initial investment cost of an EGCS ship includes the value of the ship itself, the 
purchase cost of EGCS, and the cost of process design, debugging optimization and 
actual installation during the installation and construction of EGCS. Manufacturers' 
pricing of EGCS is not uniform. Manufacturers that are small or late in the market may 
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lower their prices in order to compete for market share. The willingness of traditional 
manufacturers to cut prices may not be so strong. According to industry sources, Alfa 
Laval's EGCS production in China shares production capacity with marine boilers. 
According to the current number of orders received, the factory is already operating at 
full capacity, and there is no incentive to reduce prices. Therefore, the quotation of a 
single manufacturer will have an impact on the universality of the analysis results. To 
this end, this paper adopts the estimation formula provided in The Assessment of Fuel 
Oil Availability (CE Delft, 2016, p. 142), which based on the results of an Internet 
survey on the purchase cost of EGCS for shipowners in 2016, as shown in Table 1, as 
the basis for calculating the initial investment cost of EGCS. In this paper, it is assumed 
that the initial investment cost of EGCS is only based on the main engine rated power 
for the sake of calculation.  
 
Table 1- EGCS initial investment costs used in this paper 
EGCS type Fixed investment costs 
(million USD) 
Variable investment 
costs (USD per kW of 
installed engine power) 
Open-loop, retrofit 2.3 55 
Open-loop, newbuild 1.9 38 
Hybrid, retrofit 2.8 58 
Hybrid, newbuild 2.4 44 
Source: CE Delft (2016). Assessment of Fuel Oil Availability Final Report. Retrieved August 17 from 
the World Wide Web: http://marinefuels2020.com/mediaroom/ce-delft-assessment-of-fuel-oil-
availability-final-report/ 
 
The operating costs of EGCS ships generally include: ship daily operation and 
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maintenance costs (personnel costs, maintenance costs, fuel costs, etc.), equipment 
operating energy consumption (pumps, heat exchangers, hydro cyclones, etc.), 
pressure loss, sludge discharge, maintenance costs, etc. For closed-loop and Hybrid 
EGCS, it also includes the consumption of specific detergents (such as sodium 
hydroxide, magnesium hydroxide) and the post-processing and storage of wash waste 
liquid.  
 
However, for owners who want to hold the ship for a short time or whose ship's 
remaining life is limited, the value of the ship itself can be ignored, and the reference 
significance of the index NPV is not significant. In the case of shipowners holding 
ships for a short period of time, the price gap between ship buying and selling is not 
significant under normal circumstances. As the ship trading market fluctuates, there is 
a possibility of discount, parity or even premium transactions. When the remaining life 
of the ship is relatively short, most of the initial investment in the ship has been 
recovered, and the shipowner usually has psychologically regarded the value of the 
ship itself as the scrap price in a few years. In both cases, shipowners tend to consider 
whether the cost of installing EGCS can be recovered within a limited time, that is, it 
will not lose money relative to the situation without installing EGCS, rather than how 
much NPV. Therefore, the indicator PBP of investment costs is generally used to make 
short-term economic analysis of EGCS, especially for the retrofit EGCS market. 
 
In summary, when analysing the retrofit EGCS ships, this paper will not consider the 
value of the ship itself, and use PBP as the main reference index; when the economic 
analysis of the new building EGCS ship, the value of the ship itself will be included, 
and take both PBP and NPV as indicators. 
 




In Chapter II of this paper, the SOX emission regulations within the ECAs, and the 
requirements of a lot of entities that restrict the discharge of open-loop wash water 
under their jurisdiction have been discussed. Both will increase the cost of EGCS ships.  
But the increased cost of EGCS ships operating within ECA is much smaller than that 
of LSFO ships switching MGO fuel, so operating within ECA will increase the 
economics of EGCS ships for LSFO ships. The advantages of LNG ships in these two 
situations are the most obvious. Whether operating in ECA or in the open-loop wash 
water forbidden discharging area, its absolute cost will not increase. In addition to the 
regulatory factors, the biggest actual impact and the most concerned factors for ship 
owners are fuel prices and their spreads. For long-term planning, it is also necessary 
to consider the impact of market-based measures to reduce GHG emissions. 
 
3.2.1 Fuel Prices and Their Spreads 
 
3.2.1.1 Relationship Between Fuel Oil Price and Price Spread 
 
The choice of ship desulphurization strategy is actually a question of financial analysis 
of cost and benefit, that is, how much fuel cost can be saved for the shipowner by the 
selected option, which is mainly calculated by the price spread between fuels. The 
ability to save fuel costs is reflected in the length of the investment PBP in the short-
term, and the relative NPV needs to be additionally taken into account in the long-term. 
Generally speaking, the greater the price spread between LSFO and HSFO, the better 
the economy of EGCS ships relative to LSFO ships; the higher the price of HSFO than 
LNG, the worse the economy of EGCS ships relative to LNG ships. 
 
It is worth noting that under different fuel price levels, the same price spread has 
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different effects on economic efficiency. When fuel prices are at a high level, ship fuel 
costs account for a high proportion of total costs, which will dilute the initial 
investment cost in disguise and magnify the effect of the spread. When fuel prices are 
at a low level, to achieve the same impact effectiveness, a larger spread is required. 
But high spreads under the background of low oil prices are rare. Both HSFO and 
LSFO are processed with crude oil as raw materials. If the price of crude oil falls by 
50%, the cost of raw materials for both will also fall by 50%. On the premise of the 
same profit and processing cost, the price difference between the two is the difference 
between the raw material costs. The new spread should theoretically be 50% of the 
original spread. Therefore, shipowners usually face a larger spread in the context of 
high oil prices, and a smaller spread in the context of low oil prices.  
 
3.2.1.2 Relationship Between LNG Price and Fuel Oil Price 
 
As for the relationship between the price of LNG and the prices of HSFO and LSFO, 
a certain rule can be found from the relationship between it and the price of crude oil. 
A study based on the monthly crude oil, LNG, and coal price index analysis from 
January 2009 to November 2019 (Sun, & Xie, 2020, p. 23) shows that:  
The price of LNG is positively correlated with the price of crude oil for a long 
time. In the short term, the increase in crude oil prices has a significant positive 
impact on LNG prices, while the increase in LNG prices has no significant impact 
on crude oil prices, that is, LNG prices are greatly affected by crude oil prices and 
have little impact on crude oil prices. In recent years, the long-term relationship 
between oil and gas prices has become closer, but in the short term, the impact of 
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crude oil prices on LNG prices has weakened.  
Therefore, it can be roughly understood that the long-term trends of natural gas prices 
and the prices of high-sulphur oil and low-sulphur oil are synchronized, but they have 
a certain degree of independence in the short term. 
 
3.2.1.3 The Combined Effect of The Price Spread and The Remaining Life of Ships 
 
The combined effect of the fuel price spread and the remaining service life of the ship 
is critical to whether the shipowner can recover the additional investment made to meet 
the Sulphur limit regulations. The remaining life is too short, even if the oil price gap 
is high, it is too late to recover the cost of installation and retrofit. If the oil price gap 
is too small, compared with the LSFO option with almost no additional or retrofitting 
costs, the shipowner who installs EGCS will be under long-term financial pressure, 
including financing costs and equipment depreciation. 
 
Shipowners’ desire to recover costs is usually urgent. According to a survey conducted 
by Lloyd’s Daily on the payback period expected by shipowners for EGCS in 2018 (as 
cited in China Waterborne Transport Research Institute, 2019), 13% of shipowners 
expect a payback period of 5 years, 33% of the hope is in 2-5 years, and 20% of the 
hope is in 1-2 years, 7% hope to recover the cost within one year, as shown in Figure 
3. If the investment PBP is too long, even if EGCS ships are more economical than 




Figure 3- Results of the survey conducted by Lloyd’s Daily in 2018 
Source: China Waterborne Transport Research Institute (2019). Research on countermeasures of Ship 
open-loop EGCS in China. Unpublished report. Beijing, China. 
 
3.2.1.4 The Price Volatility of Marine Fuel and Its Influencing Factors 
 
The price and spread of bunker fuel are constantly fluctuating and are affected by a 
series of political, economic and social factors. The author once believed that after the 
implementation of the IMO 2020 Sulphur limit, the price spread between HSFO and 
LSFO could remain at a relatively high level for a long time. Because the market 
demand for HSFO will decline, and the construction of LSFO production capacity will 
take time. The economic advantage of EGCS ships seemed obvious, but the market 
has once again proved its unpredictability.  
 
At the beginning of 2020, in order to prevent the further spread of Coronavirus Disease 
2019 (COVID-19), Chinese governments at all levels adopted strict traffic control 
measures, and the movement of people was almost static. That seriously affected the 
demand for refined oil. Due to traffic control and weak downstream demand, the local 
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refineries in Shandong Province, which can absorb one-fifth of China's imported crude 
oil, have a shutdown rate of 30%-50%. When China's epidemic prevention and control 
situation improved, the new crown epidemic showed a gradual and escalated spreading 
trend around the world, and caused a series of chain reactions in the economic field, 
such as the continued decline in crude oil prices and the shrinking shipping market. 
Against this background, Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
proposed a plan to reduce oil production by OPEC and Russia by 1.5 million barrels a 
day from April to the end of the year. This was unexpectedly rejected by Russia, 
leading to a collapse of market confidence and an epic drop in crude oil prices. After 
the two parties reached a production reduction agreement, OPEC's reduced output was 
mainly high-sulphur crude oil. In addition, the peak demand for high-sulphur fuel for 
power generation in the Middle East increased the price of high-sulphur fuel. With 
weak demand and expansion of production capacity, the price of low-sulphur oil has 
fallen. This dual factor has reduced the price difference between high and low Sulphur 
fuels from over 200 $/MT at the beginning of the year to less than 50 $/MT in 
September. (Li, Ren, & Zheng, 2020). The impact of the epidemic, international 
politics and other factors have caused international oil prices to fall sharply in a short 
period of time, creating a situation of low oil prices and small spreads facing the 
shipping market today, which is completely unexpected. But short-term fluctuations 
will eventually return to long-term trends.  
 
Judging from the main nature of the global proven reserves and production of crude 
oil, the reserves of light and low-sulphur crude oil are 39 billion tons, which is smaller 
than the reserves of light high-sulphur crude oil, medium crude oil and heavy origin, 
but its output has reached 13. 3 billion tons, higher than the output of several other 
qualities of crude oil. This is related to the technical obstacles to the extraction of 
medium and heavy crude oil and export costs. For high-sulphur crude oil and medium-
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heavy crude oil, light and low-sulphur crude oil not only does not have the problem of 
excessive sulphur content, but also has low mining costs. The output of light sweet 
crude oil accounted for 37.8%, far exceeding its reserves accounted for 19%. At the 
initial stage of the implementation of IMO 2020 sulphur restriction, light low-sulphur 
oil is undoubtedly the most accessible raw material, driving the global demand for 
crude oil towards low-sulphur and light-weight development. (Zhao, 2020, p. 2). 
However, this development direction is unsustainable. Over time, the cost of light 
crude oil will become higher and higher, forcing low-sulphur fuel refining raw 
materials turned to high-sulphur crude oil. In the end, low-sulphur fuel will be 
produced by processing high-sulphur residue through the relatively high-cost residue 
hydrodesulphurization technology. (Liu, 2020, p. 83). However, the demand side of 
HSFO is wider than that of LSFO. Most of the onshore industrial sectors that consume 
fuel oil complying with environmental protection regulations by installing 
desulphurization scrubbers to burn HSFO, because they have more space and capital 
than ships. Therefore, the price of HSFO is more susceptible to the impact of other 
industrial sectors besides shipping, but it also ensures that its production capacity will 
not be excessively reduced due to the IMO 2020 Sulphur limit.  
 
3.3.2 Potentially Stricter GHG Emission Limits 
 
3.3.2.1 IMO Greenhouse Gas Reduction Ambition 
In April 2018, the IMO adopted the Initial IMO Strategy on Reduction of GHG 
Emissions from Ships. As shown in Figure 4, the goal is to reduce GHS emissions from 
the shipping industry in three levels by 2050 (IMO, 2018, p. 5): 
.1 carbon intensity of the ship to decline through implementation of further phases 
of the energy efficiency design index (EEDI) for new ships to review with the aim 
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to strengthen the energy efficiency design requirements for ships with the 
percentage improvement for each phase to be determined for each ship type, as 
appropriate; 
.2 carbon intensity of international shipping to decline to reduce CO2 emissions 
per transport work, as an average across international shipping, by at least 40% by 
2030, pursuing efforts towards 70% by 2050, compared to 2008; and 
.3 GHG emissions from international shipping to peak and decline to peak GHG 
emissions from international shipping as soon as possible and to reduce the total 
annual GHG emissions by at least 50% by 2050 compared to 2008 whilst pursuing 
efforts towards phasing them out as called for in the Vision as a point on a pathway 






Figure 4- IMO strategy for major reductions in GHG emissions from shipping 
Source: DNV GL (2019). Maritime forecast to 2050. Energy transition outlook, 2019. Retrieved August 




The phased goals proposed by the preliminary strategy are all based on the maritime 
industry, so it is not directly equivalent to all individual ships that must achieve the 
same emission reduction efforts at the same time and stage. Obviously, the realization 
of the ultimate zero carbon emission goal cannot rely on traditional fossil energy. 
Therefore, the transformation of the future energy structure and the popularization of 
new technologies in the shipping industry will cause great uncertainty in terms of 
resource adequacy, technological maturity, and cost-effectiveness. If shipping 
companies make long-term fleet construction plans, the impact of IMO's GHG 
emission reduction must be taken seriously. The Fourth IMO GHG Study shows that 
the total amount of greenhouse gas emissions from the shipping industry is still rising, 
although the implementation of EEDI has reduced the average carbon emission 
intensity of ships (IMO, 2020, p. 10). Based on a series of feasible long-term economic 
and energy scenarios, carbon emissions are expected to increase from about 90% of 
2008 emissions in 2018 to 90-130% of 2008 emissions in 2050, as shown in Figure 5 





Figure 5- Projections of maritime ship emissions as a percentage of 2008 emissions 
Source: International Maritime Organization (2020). Fourth IMO GHG Study Final Report. Retrieved 
September 26 from the World Wide Web: https://docs.imo.org/Documents/Detail.aspx?did=125134 
 
In addition, the IMO 2020 Sulphur limit may increase the difficulty of achieving GHG 
emission reduction targets. According to a study conducted by Kontovas (2020, p. 1), 
the nature of the impact of ship exhaust emissions on climate change is quite complex. 
For example, GHG emissions, such as CO2, will cause long-term climate warming, 
while SOX emissions will cause the climate to become colder through the impact on 
atmospheric particles and clouds. Regardless of the measurement method used, 
reducing the emissions of SOX from ships will result in a net warming effect, which is 
equal to emit more CO2 in the shipping industry. According to the estimates by 
Kontovas (2020, p. 4), with reducing the sulphur limit from 3.5% (the global average 
sulphur content was 2.60%) to 0.5%, the global warming effect it produces is 





3.3.2.2 Market-based GHG Emission Reduction Measures 
 
In order to ensure the realization of emission reduction targets, the IMO may adopt 
market-based measures to vigorously promote the use of low-carbon or zero-carbon 
emission fuels, such as carbon taxes, carbon tickets, or green ship financing support, 
to promote the fuel structure of the shipping industry Major changes in 2050. Figure 6 
shows DNV GL's forecast of shipping fuel structure in 2050 (DNV GL, 2019, p. 93). 
In the same paper, DNV GL (2019, p. 105) adopted the assumption that a CO2 tax of 
50 $/tCO2 is applied from 2030 in its case analysis of future-proof Very Large Crude 
Carrier (VLCC). Parry, Heine, Kizzier, & Smith (2018, pp. 4-5) conducted a model 
analysis shows that increasing the carbon emission tax to 75 $/tCO2 in 2030 and 150 
$/tCO2 in 2040 can make shipping CO2 emissions in 2030 and 2040 lower than the 
normal level by nearly 15 % and 25%. But it also pointed out in the same paper that 
"it may be challenging to implement prices considerably higher than in other pricing 
schemes (typically around 5-30 $/tCO2 at present)". 
 
 
Figure 6- DNV GL's forecast of shipping fuel structure in 2050 
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Source: DNV GL (2019). Maritime forecast to 2050. Energy transition outlook 2019. Retrieved August 




The GHG emission levels of the three different Sulphur limit options are different, so 
the implementation of the IMO's GHG emission reduction strategy will affect their 
economic competitiveness. However, the outcome of the impact is uncertain, for the 
next ten to twenty years.  
 
One possibility is that the extremely high carbon emission tax has led to the complete 
withdrawal of petroleum fuel-powered ships from the market, and EGCS will also lose 
its application value. Of course, the economics of LNG-powered ships will also be 
greatly affected in this case. However, how will the IMO member states reach a 
consensus at the international conference on the high-volume shipping carbon tax? 
 
The other possibility is a moderate carbon emission tax, so that existing conventional 
emission reduction technologies can continue to develop and be used. For example, 
the application of bio-blended fuel, that is, HSFO will be mixed with biomass oil, so 
some carbon taxes can be discounted. Therefore, EGCS ships can continue to rely on 
their advantages of small initial investment, high capacity utilization, and mature 
power technology to compete with LNG ships and even ammonia-powered and 
hydrogen-powered ships under the background of carbon tax.  
 
Even now, the thermal efficiency of diesel engines is still improving. Since the world's 
first diesel engine came out in 1897, more than 100 years of transformation and 
upgrading have increased the thermal efficiency of the diesel engine from 26% to 46%, 
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but further improvements have encountered bottlenecks. But in September 2020, the 
diesel engine developed by China Weichai Power Group with a thermal efficiency of 
50.26% has been certified by China Automotive Technology and Research Centre and 
its German authoritative international counterpart TÜV SÜD. This diesel engine has 
achieved five major technological breakthroughs: collaborative combustion 
technology, coordinated design technology, exhaust energy distribution technology, 
zoned lubrication technology, intelligent control technology, which solves high 
efficiency combustion, low heat transfer, high reliability, and low friction loss, Low 
pollutant emissions, intelligent control and other industry problems. (Tang, 2020). This 
breakthrough may also provide marine diesel engine research institutions with 
confidence and ideas to use conventional methods to deal with IMO GHG emission 
reduction.  
 
3.3 Economic analysis tools and parameter selection 
 
The economics of EGCS ships will vary with different ship types, sizes, and installed 
power, but usually such a large amount of data is not available to an individual. 
Considering that the primary objective of this paper is to find out the relationship 
between the economy of EGCS and fuel price, the author abandon collecting a lot of 
real ship data, and select Lloyd's Register's Sulphur 2020 Options Evaluator (the 
Evaluator) (https://quiits.com/fuel-choice-calculator) as an analysis tool because it 
provides default parameters based on statistical data. The Evaluator has two analysis 
modes: retrofit and newbuilding, which will be used for short-term and long-term 
analysis of EGCS economics respectively. It should be noted that not all the default 





3.3.1 the Sulphur 2020 Options Evaluator 
 
The online Sulphur 2020 Options Evaluator was developed by Lloyd's Register in 
2018 to provide a high-level indication, but not a bespoke one, on the operating costs 
and investment implications of differing compliance strategies. The Evaluator will be 
based on the input vessel type, expected ship life, time spent inside ECAs, Methane 
slip rate, EGCS loop modes, capacity and annual capacity utilization, service speed, 
annual distance travelled and annual fuel consumption, Capital Expenditure (CAPEX), 
and fuel prices, to estimate the economics and carbon emission data of each sulphur 
limit option. And charts such as Summary Table, Net Present Value, Annual Fuel 
Consumption & Emissions, Annual Cost Breakdown, and Present Value of Total Costs 
can be further generated. If the user failed to get all the parameters, the Estimator will 
also give default values based on the entered parameters.  
 
3.3.2 Selection of parameters 
 
The target ship's size, capacity, main engine power, international voyage operating 
time, duration within ECAs, and service speed in the analysis will be fetched from 
Table 81-Detailed results for 2018 describing the fleet (international , domestic and 
fishing) analyzed using the bottom-up method as shown in Annex 1 (IMO, 2020, pp. 
490-492), because the average values calculated by the latest extensive statistics of the 
above parameters can be obtained from it, which is of reference significance for high-
level analysis. Among them, the parameter Time spent inside ECA can be obtained by 
dividing Avg. days in SECA by Avg. days international in Annex 1. 
 
According to the Review of Maritime Transport 2019 (United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development, 2019, pp. 14-28), all propelled ocean-going displacement 
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merchant ships with a gross tonnage of 100 and above have an average age when 
scrapped is 21 years. Based on this, this paper assumes that the life of the new ship is 
21 years. 
 
The construction price of the new ship is based on the website China Newbuilding 
Price Index (https://cnpi.org.cn/) published on August 30, 2020, and is selected 
according to the corresponding ship type and size. The valuation of new EGCS ships 
and LNG ships is obtained from the benchmark ship type valuation plus the 
corresponding EGCS and LNG initial investment costs. The initial investment of 
EGCS can be evaluated through Table 1, that of LNG ships adopts the default value of 
the Evaluator.  
 
3.3.3 Selection of Fuel Prices 
 
The default fuel prices of the Evaluator are 315 $/MT for LNG, 390 $/MT for HSFO, 
550 $/MT for LSFO, and 600 $/MT for MGO, which can be used as the prices for the 
scenario of high fuel prices and large spread.  
 
On the Evaluator page, there is a check fuel prices function that provides fuel price 
data from the website Ship and Bunker (https://shipandbunker.com). As shown in 
Figure 7, the data includes bunker prices of IFO180, IFO380, LNG, MGO, VLSFO in 
the Port of Vancouver, Canada, the global average bunker prices of IFO380, MGO, 
VLSFO, and the linear average bunker prices of IFO380, MGO, VLSFO of the 20 
major global bunkering ports. Among them, IFO380 and VLSFO correspond to the 
terms HSFO and LSFO used in this article, so HSFO and LSFO are uniformly used 
for discussion below. For the average fuel prices of the 20 major bunkering ports are 
representative and exclude some data with large deviations, they will be used in this 
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paper. Therefore, the other set of fuel prices selected in this paper are 273 $/MT for 
LNG, 275.5 $/MT for HSFO, 324.5 $/MT for LSFO, and 386 $/MT for MGO, which 
can reflect the current situation of low fuel prices and small price spreads. And the 
analysis will be carried out under the assumption that fuel prices remain constant. 
 
Only the bunker price of LNG from Vancouver Port is available by far. There is no 
average price data available, because the pricing mechanism of LNG is different from 
that of marine fuel oil, and so far, the bunker price of LNG is still opaque in most ports. 
A detailed discussion has been made by Craig Eason (2019). The bunker price of LNG 
is originally provided by FortisBC, which is the only owner and operator of LNG 
facilities in Port Vancouver. (Ship & Bunker News Team, 2015) 
 
 
Figure 7– Fuel prices provided by website Ship and Bunker on September 14, 2020 
Source: Lloyd’s Register. (2020). Fuel prices. Retrieved September 14 from World Wide Web: 
https://www.quiits.com/fuel-choice-calculator/Fuel_choice_calculator/fuel_price  
 




The focus of EGCS's short-term economic analysis is on the PBP, because the 
shipowner’s time to hold the ship or the remaining life of the ship is limited, and 
ensuring that the investment can be recovered on time is the bottom line. Theoretically, 
in the short-term analysis, a shorter Asset expected life should be set in the Evaluator, 
such as 10 years. However, it will be observed from the following analysis that under 
the current fuel price background, the initial investment of EGCS cannot be recovered 
within 10 years. In extreme cases, the PBP may even exceed 20 years. The Evaluator 
does not display a specific value when the PBP is negative. Due to the need for 
comparison of results under different fuel price scenarios, this article sets the 
remaining life of the ship to 20 years in this section. 
 
3.4.1 The effect of prohibition of open-loop wash water on the economy of EGCS 
 
There are two ways for EGCS ships to deal with the bans of discharge open-loop wash 
water. One is to stop the open-loop scrubber and convert LSFO or MGO. The other is 
for ships with Hybrid EGCS to switch to a closed-loop mode. The IMO does not 
uniformly set the open-loop EGCS wash water prohibition area. The distribution of 
banned areas stipulated by various entities is quite scattered, and some are banned from 
the waters under the jurisdiction of the country as a whole, and some are limited to 
port waters, estuaries, etc. It is difficult to count the operating hours of ships in 
prohibited discharge areas. Based on the above understanding, four scenes are set up 
to evaluate the impact of discharge bans on the economy of EGCS:  
 1. No bans, an open-loop EGCS ship. 
2. Discharge is completely banned, a closed-loop EGCS ship. It may not be in line 
with the reality of ocean-going ships, but for comparison, please ignore this fact. 
3. 15% of operating time spent in discharge banned area: 
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 a. an open-loop EGCS ship, convert to LSFO or MGO when needed; 
 b. a Hybrid EGCS ship, convert to closed-loop mode when needed; 
4. 50% of operating time spent in discharge banned area: 
 a. an open-loop EGCS ship, convert to LSFO or MGO when needed; 
 b. a Hybrid EGCS ship, convert to closed-loop mode when needed; 
 
Establish a model Ship A based on the average parameters of 5000-7999 TEU 
container ships in Annex 1. Ship A is a current ship whose EGCS or LNG main power 
propulsion system was equipped when retrofit. The remaining life of Ship is 20 years. 
The deadweight tonnage is 74,611 DWT, the main engine power is 52,566 kW, and the 
average ground speed is 15.7 knots. The default parameters provided by the Evaluator 
are 61.90% of capacity utilization, 90624 Nm of sailing distance per year, and annual 
fuel consumption of 14325.991 MT/y.  
 
For the convenience of comparison, temporarily set Time spent inside ECA to 0, so 
there is no need to consider the conversion of MGO within ECA. According to Table 
1, it can be calculated that the capital investment required for Ship A to install an open-
loop EGCS in Scene 1, 3a, and 4a is US$ 5.19 million; in Scene 2 to install a closed-
loop EGCS, the capital investment is US$ 5.52 million; in Scene 3b and 4b to install 
a Hybrid EGCS, the capital investment is US$ 5.85 million. 
 
In Scene 2, although the ANNUAL COST BREAKDOWN chart of the Evaluator 
shows the increased annualized cost of using a closed-loop compared to an open-loop, 
this increase of cost is not taken into consideration when the evaluator calculates the 
discounted payback period (DPBP). Therefore, the author converts this increased cost 
into an increase in the unit HSFO price, and inputs the initial investment cost of the 




A new HSFO price is also required in Scene 3a and 4a. Ship A consumes LSFO in 
discharge banned area, which will inevitably cause an increase in fuel cost. Increased 
cost per unit fuel consumption is equal to the product of the spread between LSFO and 
HSFO, and the rate of operating time spent in discharge banned area. This increase in 
unit fuel consumption cost needs to be added to the HSFO price when calculating. 
 
In Scene 3b and 4b, the initial investment cost of the Hybrid EGCS should be typed 
into the Evaluator. Ship A needs to operate its Hybrid EGCS in closed-loop mode when 
sailing in discharge banned area. Therefore, the operating cost gap between closed-
loop and open-loop need to be evened out into the price of HSFO according the rate 
of operating time spent in discharge banned area. Then the DPBP can be estimated 
with the new HSFO price in the open-loop calculation mode.  
 
Table 2 shows the DPBP values of all scenes calculated according to the current fuel 
prices. With the current fuel prices unchanged, the price spread between LSFO and 
HSFO is always 49 $/MT. It can be observed from Scene 1 that even if there is no 
wash water discharge ban, as a retrofit open-loop EGCS ship, Ship A's DPBP is as long 
as 10 Years 1 Month. The DPBP of Scene 2 is 74% longer than that of Scene 1, which 
is the result of the higher initial investment cost and operating cost of the closed-loop 
EGCS. However, its DPBP is still less than 20 years, indicating that it can still maintain 
an economic advantage over LSFO ships, although this advantage is meaningless. 
From Scene 3a and 3b, it can be seen that when the operating time in discharge banned 
aera is 15% of the total running time, DPBP is 24% longer than that in Scene 1. The 
DPBP in Scene 4a is NA, which means that if Ship A needs to frequently operate in 
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Table 3 shows the results estimated by default fuel prices. At this time, the price spread 
is 160 $/MT. If the discharge of wash water is not restricted, its DPBP is only 2 Years 
8 Months in Scene 1, which is 73% shorter than the DPBP under the current oil price. 
It can be seen from Scene 2 that under the combined effect of high fuel prices and the 
large price spread, the economic impact caused by higher initial investment costs and 
higher daily operating costs of closed-loop EGCS have been greatly offset. Therefore, 
DPBP is only 21% longer than Scene 1, but not 74% as in the current oil price context. 
Even in Scene 4, with the worst economic performance, Ship A can recover the initial 
investment cost of EGCS in 5 years and 7 months. It shows that under the condition 
of high fuel prices and large price spread, EGCS ships have a very large economic 
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Comparing Table 2 and Table 3, it can be concluded that the sensitivity of DPBP of 
EGCS to the wash water discharge bans is greatly affected by fuel price. The higher 
the proportion of fuel cost to the total cost, the less obvious the response. 
 
3.4.2 Economic analysis based on 15% of the annual operating time spent in 
discharge banned area 
 
The author estimates that the current situation of open-loop wash water discharge 
prohibition is closest to Scene 3. The economic comparison with other sulphur limit 
options will be conducted in Scene 3. The default LNG retrofit cost is 17.653 M USD, 
and the annual fuel consumption of LNG-powered ships is 12070.685 MT/y. 
 
In the context of current fuel prices, the retrofit cost of an LNG ship is 3.4 times that 
of an open-loop EGCS and 3.19 times that of a Hybrid EGCS. The price spread 
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between LNG and HSFO is only 2.5 $/MT, so the fuel cost advantage of LNG ships is 
almost negligible. Although the DPBP in Table 4 shows that the EGCS option is 
feasible and can recover the cost in about 10 years, in reality, this long of a DPBP is 
not attractive to shipowners. They are unable or unwilling to hold the ship for so long, 
and the investment that can't recover the cost on time is a burden. 
 
Table 4- Economic comparison among sulphur limit options in current fuel prices with 
15% of the annual operating time spent in discharge banned area 
Variable 
Scene 3a -open 
loop + 15% 
LSFO 
Scene 3b -
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The results estimated according to the default fuel price are shown in Table 5. LNG is 
now 75 $/MT cheaper than HSFO and 235 $/MT cheaper than LSFO. Although the 
cost of LNG ships retrofit cost is high, the fuel price spreads greatly enhances its ability 
to save costs. However, considering that the remaining life of retrofit ships is not so 
long in reality, after five years of recovering costs, there has been not much time left 




For current ships, LNG ships can hardly pose a substantial threat to the market 
share of EGCS ships or even LSFO ships. Only when the oil price is high enough to 
widen the price spread between LSFO and HSFO, EGCS ships can obtain an economic 
advantage over LSFO ships. 
 
Table 5- Economic comparison among sulphur limit options in default fuel prices with 
15% of the annual operating time spent in discharge banned area 
Variable 
Scene 3a -open 
loop + 15% 
LSFO 
Scene 3b -
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3.4.3 Economic impact of operations within ECAs 
 
According to Annex 1, the average operating time of container ships of a Ship A's size 
within ECA accounts for 13.9% of the total operating time of international voyages. 
Enter this ratio into the Evaluator to obtain the DPBPs as shown in Table 6. If Ship A 
adopts the LSFO option, the fuel must be converted from LSFO to MGO with a sulphur 
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content of 0.10% m/m before Ship A entering ECAs, which increases fuel costs. EGCS 
ships and LNG ships have not increased this cost, which means that their economic 
efficiency has increased relatively. The DPBP of EGCS has been shortened by more 
than two years.  
 
Table 6- Economic comparison among sulphur limit options under current fuel prices 
when operating time within ECAs is 13.9% 
Variable 
Scene 3a -open 
loop + 15% 
LSFO 
Scene 3b -
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Table 7 shows the results calculated according to the default fuel price. By comparing 
the DBPB in Tables 6 and 7 to that in Tables 4 and 5 respectively, the shortening of 
DBPBs reflects the economic impact of the increase in MGO consuming by LSFO 
ships, which indirectly improves the economics of EGCS ships and LNG ships. The 
price spread between MGO and LSFO is one factor, and the fuel price level is another 





Table 7- Economic comparison among sulphur limit options under default fuel prices 
when operating time within ECAs is 13.9% 
Variable 
Scene 3a -open 
loop + 15% 
LSFO 
Scene 3b -
hybrid + 15% 





















3.5 Long-term economic analysis under the newbuilding investment mode 
 
The long-term cost-benefit analysis of EGCS ships needs to be carried out under the 
newbuilding investment mode. Because regardless of whether it is a new ship or an 
existing ship, excluding the cost of installing the EGCS or retrofitting LNG power, the 
ship itself is also valuable and should be included in the cost. The ship trading market 
is volatile, and the price of new-built ships in the low period may not be as high as the 
price of second-hand ships in the peak period. Therefore, the new building investment 
mode may be also applicable to current ships retrofitted with EGCS. 
 
Different from short-term economic analysis, long-term economic analysis must 
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consider not only DPBP, but also NPV. The NPV refers to the difference between the 
present value of the future cash inflow and the present value of the future cash outflow 
of a specific solution, and it is an indicator for judging which solution has the greatest 
ultimate benefit. In the case of high initial investment, it usually takes a longer time to 
recover the cost, but if the project has strong profitability, the final performance may 
be better than the project with low initial investment. 
 
3.5.1 Economic Analysis of EGCS Ships in the Whole Life Cycle 
 
Assuming that in accordance with the corresponding benchmark ship price announced 
by CNPI on August 30, a new Ship B, which is the same as Ship A, will be operated 
from 2020 to 2041, and the open-loop wash water bans and operating within ECAs 
will be considered. According to Table 1, it can be calculated that the construction cost 
of Ship B is, 50.590 M US$ for an LSFO ship, 54.488 M US$ for an open-loop EGCS 
ship, and 55.303 M US$ for a Hybrid EGCS ship. The construction price of a new 
LNG ship is based on the LSFO ship’s construction price plus the price of LNG power 
plant and storage tanks. The cost of the LNG power plant and storage tanks of a 
newbuilding ship should be lower than that of a retrofit ship. Therefore, a coefficient 
is introduced to reduce the default price of the LNG equipment provided by the 
Evaluator. And this coefficient used in this paper is the ratio between the prices of a 
Hybrid EGCS for a newbuilding ship and a retrofit ship. Based on this, the price of a 
new LNG ship can be estimated to be 64.814 M US$.  
 
Input the above data and the current fuel prices into the estimator, and the results are 
shown in Table 8. The cost of purchasing and installing EGCS and LNG equipment is 
diluted by shipbuilding costs, so the economics of EGCS ships and LNG ships have 
improved. For long-term shipowners, the DPBP of 7 years or 7 years and 9 months 
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only accounts for 33% and 36% of ships’ lifecycle, and in the rest of lifetime EGCS 
ships will continue to accumulate revenue from LSFO ships. The NPV of LNG ships 
is negative, indicating that its ultimate profit is not as good as LSFO ships. 
 
Table 8- Economic comparison among sulphur limit options in current fuel prices (21 
years) 
Variable 
Scene 3a -open 
loop + 15% 
LSFO 
Scene 3b -





























161.01 159.829 152.589 172.145 
Source: Author 
 
As shown in Table 9, EGCS ships can recover the initial investment cost in a little 
more than two years. The economic improvement of LNG ships is obvious. Although 
the initial investment is very large, it only takes less than 5 years to recover the 
investment. Moreover, the NPV of LNG ships under the default price background is 
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the largest, indicating that this solution can bring the most final net cash benefits to 
shipowners, and its economy is better than EGCS ships. 
 
Table 9- Economic comparison among sulphur limit options in default fuel prices (21 
years) 
Variable 
Scene 3a -open 
loop + 15% 
LSFO 
Scene 3b -
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210.374 203.319 168.841 253.864 
Source: Author 
 
Based on the analysis of Table 8 and Table 9, for new ships, low oil prices have limited 
impact on the economic advantages of EGCS ships over LSFO ships, but will curb the 
development of LNG ships. High oil prices will expand the economy of EGCS ships 




3.5.2 Influence of potential market-based GHG emission reduction measures 
 
Assuming that as used in the analysis by DNG GL (2019, p.109), a carbon tax of 
50$/MT CO2 will be levied on each ton of CO2 emitted by ships from 2030. Then ship 
B needs to pay carbon tax for 11 years. According to the Annual CO2 Emissions given 
by the Evaluator, the total carbon tax payable by Ship B in 11 years can be calculated. 
By apportioning the paid carbon tax to each ton of fuel consumed during the ship’s 21-
year life cycle, the fuel price corrected by the carbon tax measures can be calculated. 
 
The problem of methane (CH4) slip from LNG dual-fuel diesel engines has attracted 
the attention of IMO and mentioned in its Fourth IMO GHG Study Final Report (IMO, 
2020, p. 20): 
CH4 trend saw an 87% increase over the period (from 2012-2018), which was 
driven by both an increase in consumption of LNG but the absolute increase is 
dominated by a change in the machinery mix associated with the use of LNG as a 
fuel, with a significant increase in the use of dual-fuel machinery that has higher 
specific exhaust emissions of CH4. 
To this end, future market-based measures to reduce GHG emissions, including carbon 
taxes, are likely to take CH4 slip into account. Using the Evaluator, the CO2 equivalent 
of the greenhouse effect produced by the slipped methane can be estimated, as shown 
in Figure 8. This article will calculate the carbon tax that LNG ships should pay for 
the actual greenhouse effect based on a slip rate of 3%, which is shown in the orange 




Figure 8- Annual GHG emissions from LNG powered Ship B after converting CH4 
slip into CO2 equivalent  
Source: Author 
 
Compared with the data in Table 8, the NPV value of EGCS ships in Table 10 has 
decreased, while the NPV value of LNG has increased without accounting for CH4 
slip, showing the impact of carbon tax on the economics of different sulphur limit 
options. Nevertheless, for Ship B, the NPV of the EGCS ship is still greater than that 
of the LNG ship, and its economy is still the best among all sulphur limit solutions 
under the carbon tax of 50 $/MT CO2. 
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193.241 192.061 175.63 181.795 202.803 
Source: Author 
 
As shown in Table 11, in the context of high fuel prices, even if a CH4 carbon tax is 
imposed, the NPV of LNG ships is greater than that of EGCS ships, that is, they are 
more economical than EGCS ships. Combining Table 9 and Table 11, it can be seen 
that high fuel prices lead to high fuel costs and the increase in the proportion of total 
costs has a considerable impact on economic competitiveness. 
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CHAPTER IV Conclusion 
 
The author hopes to have a deeper understanding of two issues through this research. 
One is how economical is EGCS? Second, when will EGCS exit the market?  
 
Through the model analysis, it can be found that prohibition to discharge of open-loop 
wash water and operating within ECAs have not very significant impact on the 
economics of ocean-going EGCS ships, because the coverage of these requirements is 
not large enough. Under the condition of a certain initial investment cost, the economy 
of EGCS mainly depends on the fuel price level and the fuel price spread. The prices 
of marine fuel oil and LNG are largely linked to the price of crude oil. Due to the 
existence of the common main cost of crude oil, it is difficult for the fuel price spread 
to develop independently from the fuel price level. This allows to analyse and 
summarize the economics of EGCS through the two scenarios: high fuel price plus 
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large price spread, and low fuel price plus small price spread. EGCS has certain 
applicability to these two scenarios, that is, advantages and disadvantages coexist. 
Under the low fuel price level, the long-term economy of EGCS ships is the best. 
Although its competitiveness in the retrofit market will be weakened, its economic 
advantages over LNG ships in the newbuilding ship market will expand. When fuel 
prices are high, EGCS will win more orders in the retrofit market, but will lose its 
economic advantage over LNG ships in the newbuilding ship market. The expansion 
of the market share of LNG ships means the reduction of irreversible EGCS potential 
retrofit orders. Therefore, the application prospect of EGCS under the background of 
low fuel price level is more long-term. In the context of high fuel prices, although it 
will rapidly expand in the retrofit market, its market share in the newbuilding market 
will gradually be squeezed by LNG ships, and the market development potential will 
be exhausted at a faster rate. To sum up, EGCS has a strong overall adaptability to oil 
price fluctuations, and its expansion in the shipping market will continue. 
 
With the continuous increase of GHG emission reduction efforts in the future, the 
application of EGCS will face more and more severe challenges, but there are still 
uncertainties. GHG emission reduction technologies such as bio-mixed fuels and even 
conventional diesel engine thermal efficiency improvements are still being developed. 
It is possible to further narrow the CO2 emissions gap among LNG powered, LSFO 
powered, and EGCS ships. Ultimately, when EGCS will withdraw from the market 
depends on when mature commercial zero-carbon fuel technologies can come out to 
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